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Many systems that we encounter in Nature are self-organized and dynamic, and their studyoften reveals the emergence of highly-structured morphologies capable of complexbehaviors evolved for survival in their environment. In the artificial world, cellular automata(CAs) are among the examples of widely-studied self-organizing systems. For instance, theartificial life (ALife) community has studied the emergence of spatially localized patterns(SLPs) in CAs, giving hints to the theories of the origins of life [3, 9]. Other types of artificiallife systems study the emergence of collective behaviors from the local interaction of simpleindividual agents, e.g. bird flocks or ant colonies (Fig. 1). Beside their interest to simulateemergent phenomena observed in Nature, all these systems have also the ability togenerate highly aesthetic dynamic patterns and could benefit from visualization andinteraction methods used in Computer Graphics.

Fig 1. Example of natural and artificial complex systems. Left: SLPs in Lenia, screenshot fromhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HT49wpyux-k ; Middle: A flock of biological birds, fromhttps://medium.com/@adityaananthram/algorithms-in-nature-part-1-e80e80b29719 ;Right: Example of a bird flock simulation, fromhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_5tJ8jwd64Y
In fact, research in ALife is currently experiencing an impressive revival thanks to the use ofGPU acceleration for simulating large complex systems. In this context, a family of CAscalled Lenia has been recently proposed [1,2,3], extending the standard CA paradigm tocontinuous time and space and allowing their simulation on multiple color channels andlarge grids. These systems can be executed on GPUs, either using parallel computingframeworks in Python (e.g. JAX, [4]) or web computer graphic libraries (e.g. WebGL, [5]).Finally, another trend of research in ALife proposes web interfaces allowing users to explorecomplex systems in a collaborative and open-ended manner [6, 7,8].
In this project, we propose to combine ideas and concepts from these recent trends toimplement a software framework with three main objectives: (1) allowing fast simulation oflarge complex systems accelerated on GPUs ; (2) allowing to interact with the simulated
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system and to configure its visual aspects in real time through a web interface ; (3) providingtools to facilitate the evaluation, sharing, branching and merging of interesting patternsamong different users.
In terms of implementation, a first goal will be to establish the most relevant combination ofsoftware components for such a framework. For instance, this could be a client/serverstructure where the server performs the complex system simulation in Python, then sendsoutput data per time step via J-SON to a webGL client that runs in a browser. Then the threedifferent aspects of the system will be dispatched among students for further development.
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